Greek (Modern) (GRKM)

Course information contained within the Bulletin is accurate at the time of publication in August 2023 but is subject to change. For the most up-to-date course information, please refer to the Course Catalog.

GRKM 1001. Modern Greek Elements I. 4 Credit Hours.
First semester of modern spoken Greek.

Course Attributes: LC

Repeatability: This course may not be repeated for additional credits.

GRKM 1002. Modern Greek Elements II. 4 Credit Hours.
Second semester of modern spoken Greek.

Course Attributes: LC

Repeatability: This course may not be repeated for additional credits.

Pre-requisites: Minimum grade of C- in (GRKM 1001, 'C1002' in LCGR, 'B1002' in LCGR, 'C2001' in LCGR, 'B2001' in LCGR, or 'EXMPT' in LCGR)

GRKM 2001. Modern Greek Intermediate I. 3 Credit Hours.
Third semester of Modern Greek.

Course Attributes: LC

Repeatability: This course may not be repeated for additional credits.

Pre-requisites: Minimum grade of C- in (GRKM 1002, 'C2001' in LCGR, 'B2001' in LCGR, or 'EXMPT' in LCGR)

GRKM 2002. Modern Greek Intermediate II. 3 Credit Hours.
Fourth semester of Modern Greek.

Repeatability: This course may not be repeated for additional credits.